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Environmental chemistry focuses on the chemical processes influencing the composition and chemical speciation of natural systems (air, water and soils), the chemical fate and mobility of contaminants in the environment, chemical processes that affect the toxicity and bioavailability of contaminants, and chemical aspects of contaminant remediation and pollution prevention. The common link is a focus on the underlying chemical structure, reactivity and mechanisms that dictate the extent and rates of environmentally important chemical reactions. Environmental chemistry is a challenging field, requiring core training in physical, analytical, organic and inorganic chemistry, and an understanding of how these disciplines can be applied to complex environmental systems. It also provides a quantitative and fundamental approach to understanding the processes that influence the quality of the environment.

The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry offers B.S. and M.S. via concentrations under the chemistry degree. The program provides education and research opportunities focused on the molecular scale aspects of environmental science. The program defines three tracks to meet a wide range of student interest:

1. atmospheric chemistry,
2. aqueous/environmental geochemistry, and
3. environmental toxicology and contaminant fate.

Students may also design a custom focus area, subject to approval by their advisory committee.

Our faculty are involved in a wide range of projects from field studies of chemical transformation and transport, to laboratory and modeling studies of the basic mechanisms of environmental reactions, to the development of novel chemistry useful in contaminant remediation. The program is centered in the Reichardt Building on the Fairbanks campus that houses state-of-the-art classrooms, laboratories and computer facilities to support education and research activities. Located in Interior Alaska, UAF is home to numerous research institutes and center that focus on Arctic science and engineering and provide great opportunities for collaboration and cross-disciplinary studies focused on the chemistry of polar and sub-Arctic systems.

The Ph.D. program in environmental chemistry provides advanced training in the concepts and methods of molecular environmental sciences with the expectation that Ph.D. recipients will be acknowledged as experts in their particular topic of study. This is accomplished primarily through the Ph.D. dissertation, which is a body of independent research that presents new findings on forefront topics related to molecular processes in the environment. The Ph.D. in environmental chemistry prepares students for careers in academia or the public and private research sectors. Graduate students in the environmental chemistry program are typically supported through teaching and research assistantships or fellowships. Students interested in a M.S. degree focusing on environmental chemical problems should see the M.S. Chemistry with concentration in Environmental Chemistry program.

Degree
• Ph.D., Environmental Chemistry (http://catalog.uaf.edu/graduate/graduate-degree-programs/environmental-chemistry/phd/)